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LETTER FROM OUR ED
What you’ll see in the following pages reflects tremendous momentum for
Leadership Triangle.
For the first time since 2018, we offered all of our core programs this year
(Executive, Regional and Transforming Leaders), graduating 64 new Fellows
into the Goodmon Fellowship and providing 2,338 hours of regional
leadership development right here in the Triangle.
We brought together our growing Goodmon Fellowship community in new
ways, through monthly gatherings, an online storytelling series, and an
exclusive Fellows-only platform.
We served and engaged the broader Triangle by launching a regional job
board focused on small businesses and startups (in collaboration with
American Underground and Raleigh Founded), offering the THRiVE Leadership
Summit virtually, and developing a new, free offering open to anyone in the
Triangle - Leadership Triangle Learning Circles.
We grew our Boards and our team, electing 7 new members to our Board of
Directors, 5 new members to our Alumni Board, and hiring 3 new
colleagues.
We sustained and grew our donor base, with 220% growth in philanthropic
revenue from 2020. Because of the generous support of our donors, we were
able to offer $45,500 in scholarships to participants in our cohort-based
programs, awarding at least partial financial support to every single person
who applied and qualified through our equity-based sliding scale.
As we close out our 29th year and enter into our 30 year Anniversary, we are
poised to continue growing our impact. The Triangle is in a period of
unprecedented growth, and it’s going to take all of us to make sure that the
growth that is coming prioritizes equity and the well-being of everyone in our
region. I implore you to be engaged, to give generously in support of local
leaders and local organizations, and to act in the way you live: regionally.
Thank you for continuing to support Leadership Triangle. We are grateful.

L. Kristine Sloan
Executive Director, Leadership Triangle
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MISSION, VISION & VALUES

Mission
To educate, develop, connect and activate leaders committed to making the
Triangle the best place to work, live and thrive.
Vision
That all residents of the Triangle enjoy the highest quality of life for
themselves and future generations.

Values
Self-awareness: We believe we can’t lead without first knowing who we are
- our strengths, our biases, and our blindspots. Self-awareness is the
foundation of emotional intelligence and the bedrock of leadership.
Interdependence: We believe in creating right relationship between
individuals, systems and our environment. Our success and well-being
depends on the success and well-being of every person, organization, and
community within the Triangle.
Equity: We recognize that, along all spectrums of identity, systems have
been designed to create harm for some and benefit for others. We work to
correct these imbalances and ultimately, see justice and liberation realized
for our full community.
Transformation: Change is constant; we believe that there is always room
for personal growth and progress in our region.
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FINANCIALS
2021 Annual Budget

Scholarships Awarded

$382,211

$45,500
$161,956

2020 Annual Budget

IMPACT MADE POSSIBLE BY OUR GENEROUS DONORS
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OUR LEADERS
TEAM
Kristine Sloan
Executive Director

Strategic Engagement & Content Director

Owen S. Jordan

Mark Molitor

Chimi Boyd-Keyes

Adam Klein

Cheryl Parquet

Creighton Blackwell

Damon Circosta

Capitol Broadcasting Company

Blue Cross Blue Shield NC

LT Faculty

Coastal Credit Union

LT Faculty

AJ Fletcher Foundation

BOARD
OF
DIRECTORS
Eric Guckian

United Way of the Greater Triangle

Michael Goodmon
Capitol Broadcasting Company

Nick Allen

United Way of the Greater Triangle

Raymond Trapp
Research Triangle Foundation

Tia McLaurin

Virginia Parker
Bank of America

Chair Emeritus - Capitol Broadcasting Company

Angella Dunston

Jason West

Kendall Davis

LeVon Barnes

Me'chelle Degree

Stephanie LoykaBruschi

Stephen Faber

Tarkisha Poole

Tina Blake

Trina Clayeux, Ph.D

Google

NC Dept of Military & Veteran Affairs

Third Degree Solutions

Youth Villages

Consultant

James F. Goodmon

Hunter Rowe Real Estate

STEWART

Young Male Achievers

ALUMNI
BOARD

Coastal Credit Union

Give An Hour
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WHAT'S NEW?
2021 was a year of positive momentum. With a new and larger team, greater
philanthropic support, more strategic partnerships, and an abundance of
new offerings, Leadership Triangle became more of a regional force. Below
are some of the new projects we’re excited to continue developing in 2022.

Growing the Team
For the first time in almost 30 years, Leadership Triangle
expanded our full-time team in service of better supporting our
growing Fellowship (now 950+). At the beginning of 2021, we
hired Owen S. Jordan as the first-ever Strategic Engagement &
Content Director. So far, he has completely revamped the
organization’s website and design assets, launched a successful
weekly Fellow story series, created a Fellows-only digital platform,
and co-facilitated programs. To support and evolve our
programs, we brought in a new Faculty member, Chimi BoydKeyes, who now co-leads our Transforming Leaders and
Transforming Teams programs alongside Mark Molitor. We also
contracted with LaKiera Grimes to facilitate a brand new offering,
Leadership Triangle Learning Circles.

THRiVE 2021
As one of our only public events of the year, the THRiVE
Leadership Summit is created to develop leaders and offer a
new way for engaged community members within the Triangle
to collaborate. This year, due to COVID, Leadership Triangle
offered THRiVE virtually. Over the course of two days, THRiVE
featured keynote speakers Anita Brown-Graham and adrienne
maree brown, as well as presentations and talks by 16 other
industry leaders from right here in the Triangle. THRiVE 2021
was an incredible success, with over 140 leaders from across
the Triangle region in attendance. Thank you again to Blue
Cross NC, Coastal Credit Union, Deloitte, Dress for Success
Triangle NC, Duke Energy, The Daniel Center for Math and
Science, Mentor NC, Triangle Community Foundation, and
Village of Wisdom for sponsoring the event!
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WHAT'S NEW?
Connecting Local Talent with Local Jobs

Aligning to our ethos of regional collaboration, Leadership Triangle partnered with American
Underground and Raleigh Founded to launch the Triangle Region Job Board, powered by Getro. The
board features 85+ companies and 2,100+ local jobs, and has received local news coverage from the
News & Observer and WRAL Techwire. Within the Leadership Triangle association, we’ve highlighted 30
Goodmon Fellow-led companies hiring for 500+ local jobs. In the past month, our Fellows companies
received 150 unique visitors and over 250 company profile views. To ensure that the board aligns with
our values, each featured company meets a majority of these selection criteria: locally owned or
operated, women or people of color in executive leadership, 250 employees or less, and salary range
listed in the posting.

Goodmon Fellow Platform

In 2020, our Board Chair, Michael Goodmon, asked “Can Leadership
Triangle’s Fellows even find one another online?” In 2021, we launched an
online platform designed to answer that question. Powered by Mobilize,
the platform is an opt-in online directory and resource hub. Fellows can
search for each other by industry, sector, and location, as well as share
professional content and access Fellow-only exclusive leadership content.
Over 130 Fellows have already joined the platform, and Leadership
Triangle has published two learning modules created by Casey
Steinbacher and Tarkisha Poole, both Goodmon Fellows.

Learning Circles

In November, we launched a month-long learning circle experiment,
thanks to the generous support of the Truist Foundation. Our
Demystifying Career Progression Learning Circle was created for
participants with low-moderate household income to explore and
craft a plan to advance their career goals. 14 Triangle leaders
participated in the Learning Circle, which was facilitated by LaKiera
Grimes.
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CORE PROGRAMS

Leadership Triangle’s core programs were full and diverse. Participants dove into
issues and opportunities within the Triangle region, exploring how their leadership
could help shape positive change. In total, we had 64 Triangle leaders graduate from
our 2021 cohorts, representing 2,338 hours of regional leadership development. We are
excited to see how these Fellows positively impact their teams and our community in
the years to come.

TRANSFORMING LEADERS

REGIONAL

EXECUTIVE

Our Transforming Leaders Program is a
masters level course in leadership
development, with content that
accounts for differences in proximity
and access to power. Transforming
Leaders is designed to meet participants
in their own lived experience and help
them co-create a leadership model that
works for them – based on authenticity,
personal values, and desired impact.
The experience is supported by a 360
assessment, learning team and peer
coach.

The Triangle grows by 70+ people every
single day. It’s ever-changing, and we
need community leaders who
understand the Regional context today
and are committed to shaping an
equitable future tomorrow. Our
Regional Program is designed with this
goal in mind. Over the course of 4
months, this program develops
leadership skills while connecting
participants to other key leaders and
issues that face the Region as a whole.

Our Executive Program is an opportunity
for C-level executives and their partners,
to meet and learn from other community
leaders. Our cohort includes executives
who are new to the region, or in new
positions, alongside individuals who have
been building in the Triangle for decades.
By engaging in conversations that address
key regional issues, each participant leaves
with a better understanding of their
greater responsibility to the region and
new connections to other executive
leaders.

Participants were...

80%

50%

Female/
Non-binary

BIPOC
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PROGRAM IMPACT
% Participants who Agree
Regional encouraged me to
develop my own perspective
on issues facing the Triangle

I feel more connected
to the Triangle
community.

I engaged with
viewpoints that were
different from my own.

100%

100%

92%

I am a more effective
leader as a result of
Transforming Leaders

I understand how to
interrupt power dynamics
in service of equity

I have great clarity
on my purpose and
values as a leader

100%

94%

100%

% Change During Programs (Pre/Post Survey Data)
I am comfortable
and skilled at
handling conflict

I feel confident and
effective engaging in
difficult conversations

I understand the
fundamentals of high
performing teams

+44%

+50%

+38%

I feel comfortable running
experiments at work &
encouraging others to do so

+41%

To innovate, I am able
to apply a design
thinking framework

+50%
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PROGRAM IMPACT
What program participants are saying:
"This is the community I've been
searching for. A community of
doers who recognize the power
of collaboration."

"Hosting in different parts of the
Triangle was extremely valuable."
"What I love most about
Transforming Leaders is the way
the team respected our
individuality, our values, and
affirmed us leaders."

”The Local Gov’t panel was
insightful and encouraging.”

"As a person that has been out of
the region for years, this program
afforded me the opportunity to
reconnect and on a higher level than
previously."

"Each time we had a session I
wish it was longer!"

"A challenging and incredible
experience."
"I've gotten exactly what I
wanted out of Regional."
"The program provides a modern and
evidence-based approach to leadership
training, with time for reflection and
customization."

"My experience with Leadership Triangle has been truly
transformational, and I am a stronger, more confident
leader because of it. This program gave me the time and
space to focus deliberately on understanding and
redefining who I am as a leader, and reaffirmed that
leadership is a journey, not a destination."
Tova Hairston

95%
of all Goodmon Fellows agree that attending their
Leadership Triangle program was a worthwhile investment.
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CONCLUSION
2021 was a disruptive year for Leadership Triangle and our region.
We've expanded and deepened our impact in three ways:

ORGANIZATIONAL GROWTH
Growing Team
Increased Annual Budget
New Partnerships

NEW INNOVATIONS
Virtual Summit
Online Fellows Directory & Resource Hub
Triangle Job Board

CONTINUED EXCELLENCE
Premier Programs
Storytelling
Engaged Board of Directors
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MOVING INTO 2022
As we enter into our 30 year anniversary,
Leadership Triangle is asking:

1.
2.
3.

How can we ensure that more of our
community’s leaders are actively volunteering,
investing, and serving on Boards?
How can we support local talent in finding great
local jobs? How can we support employers in
their efforts to recruit local talent?
What does meaningful regional collaboration
look like on some of our most complex issues from housing availability and affordability to
equity in leadership?

If you want to help us in answering some of these questions, we invite you to get
involved.
Volunteer with LT, and help us build collaborative networks across the Triangle.
Donate to support equitable access into our leadership development programs.
Share the stories of our Fellows, and uplift their leadership as examples of what’s
possible and what’s needed right here at home.

Thank you for your continued support of
Leadership Triangle.
Want to become a partner or donor? Contact us:
Leadership
Triangle
907 Glenwood Ave
Raleigh, NC 27605
(919) 527-4721

www.leadershiptriangle.com/donate
kristine@leadershiptriangle.com
@leadershiptriangle
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